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1. THE “STANDARD TREATMENT” TODAY

The most popular contemporary North A merican intro ductory log ic texts treat the
argumentum ad hominem as a generic fallacy, divided into three species– ad
hominem abusive, ad hominem circumstantial, and tu quoque (Hurley 2003: 118121; Copi & Cohen 2002: 143-145). Hurley characterizes the genus as the fallacy
of responding to someone’s argument by directing attention to its author (Hurley
2003: 118), Copi & Cohen as fallacious abuse, direct or indirect, of one’s adversary
(Copi & Cohen 200 2: 145).
The abusive ad hominem responds with direct verbal abuse; it is said to be
a mistake because possession of a stigmatized trait is irrelevant to whether the
premisses of its possessor’s argument support its conclusion (Hurley 2003: 118) or
the argument is correct (Copi & Cohen 2002: 143). Copi & Cohen extend the
concept to direct abu se in response to a statement, which they claim to be a fallacy
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because the author’s char acter is logically irre levant to the truth or falsehood of the
statement. We may take as a real-life paradigm of the abusive ad hominem an
exchange in the Canadian House of Commons in 1970, cited by Walton (1985: 203204). The prime minister was asked if he would consider using a certain government plane, the Je t-star, to send an in formation-ga thering team to Biafra. He
responded as follow s:
Mr. Trudeau: It would have to refuel in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean…
Mr. Hees: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker, I bought the plane for the
government and I know it can make the flight with the proper
stops on the way…
Mr. Trudeau: I do not think it wo uld have to stop if the hon. Member went
along and breathed into the tank.
The prime minister insinuates that Mr. Hees is habitually drunk. We may question
our textbooks’ treatment of such direct personal attacks. It is not at all obvious that
the prime minister has alluded to the alleged drinking habits of Mr. Hees in order
to show that the co nclusion of M r. Hees’ argu ment doe s not follow from its
premisses, or in order to show that his argument is incorrect, or in order to show
that his statement is false.
The circu mstantial ad hominem alleges that the opponent is predisposed
to argue as he or she does (Hurley 2003: 119; Copi & Co hen 2002:145), whether
because of self-interest or because of do gmatic bias. C opi & C ohen con sider it a
fallacy to attack any argument on the ground that its author is self-serving. They
implicitly take such allegations as arguments tha t the oppo nent’s argument is bad:
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“The arguments in favor of a protective tariff (for example) may be bad, but they
are not bad because they are presented by a manufacturer who benefits from such
tariffs” (Cop i & Cohe n 2002 :145). Sim ilarly, Hurley interp rets the circumstantial
ad hominem as an argument that the opponent’s conclusion does not follow from
the opponent’s premisses: “... the fact that the Dalai Lam a happe ns to be affected
by these circumstances [that he wants to return to Tibet as leader–DH] is irrelevant
to whether his premises support a [sic] conclusion” (Hurley 2003: 119) The
circumstantial ad hominem is also called an “indirect personal attack” (Van
Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992a: 111) and “bias ad hominem ” (Walton 1998). As
a real-life paradigm, let us take the following sentence, which was displayed on a
PowerPoint slide at a public meeting in August 2005 as part of a presentation on
global climate change: “Almost all criticisms of g lobal climate predictions are
backed by people with much to lose if policies are changed.” This sweeping
allegation of bias has the advantage as an e xample that the prese nt author had an
oppor tunity to learn from its author wha t his intention was in d isplaying it. W e shall
see that the textbooks’ account of the intent behind a circumstan tial ad hominem is
incorrect in this c ase.
The tu quoque cites features in the life or behaviour of an arguer that
conflict with the arguer’s c onclusion; it is said to be an attem pt to show that the
opponent is arguing in bad faith. Again, the explanation of why such an attem pt is
a mistake presupposes that it is an attempt to show that the opponent’s premisses
do not support the opponent’s conclusion: “whether the parent stole candy [as a
kid—DH] is irrelevant to whether the parent’s premises support the conclusion that
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the child should no t steal candy” (H urley 2003 : 119). Co pi & Cohen (2002: 144)
treat the tu quoque as a special case of a fallacious appeal to consistency; the fact
that some circu mstance req uires a perso n to accep t a conclusio n, they explain , is
irrelevant to whether it is true. We may take as our paradigm real-life case of the
tu quoque the following p assage quo ted by Eng el:
I am a Newfoundlander, and I cannot help but feel some animosity toward
those people who approach the seal hunt issue from a purely emotional
stance. Surely this is not the w ay they look in their butcher’s freezer, when
they are looking for pork chops. Yet the slaughtering method approved by
the Department of H ealth officials for swine is hideous, and nowhere near
as humane as the dispatching of a young seal. (Engel 1994: 31)
Here again it is not clear that the appeal to the supposed pork-eating habits of
emotional critics of the Newfoundland seal hunt is intended either to show that the
critics’ argume nt against the sea l hunt has a bad inference or to show that the seal
hunt should be allowed. That is, the way these two textbooks characterize the
fallacy seems implausible when one looks at a real-life example like this.
The two cited textb ooks have thus preserve d into the 21 st century the
“standard treatment” of the fallacies, characterized by Charles Hamblin as
“debased, worn-out and dogmatic” (Hamblin 1970: 12). They stick to the
conception of a fallacy as an argument that seems valid but is not, and they
illustrate their analyses with examples that are either obviously contrived and
unrealistic or realistic but implausibly interpreted. Our three real-life paradigms
indicate how implausible are the interpretations of the ad hominem fallacy in the
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standard tre atment.

2. PRAGMA-DIALECTICS ON FALLACIES

Hamb lin proposed to incorporate what was valuable in the fallacies tradition as part
of a new branch of logic which he called “for mal dialectic” . Formal d ialectic is the
study of rule-gover ned systems of back-and-forth discussion. Fallacies would be
analyzed in relation to a particular dialectical system as violations of its rules. Van
Eemeren and Gro otendor st (1984, 1 992a, 2004) have taken up this idea and
combined it with a pragmatic conception of argumentation as a speech act of
asserting a proposition in support of a point of view–hence the label “pragmadialectical” for their approach. Such acts are to be analyzed as if they were
occurring in a critical discussion, a normative model for the rational resolution of
expressed differences of opinion. Fallacies are to be construed as violations of the
rules for such a discussion (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 189, 1992a: 104,
1995b: 136, 20 04: 162), of which there are 17 in the earlier and still canonical
version (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 151-175), 10 in the later simplified
version (Van Eemeren & G rootendorst 1992a: 208-209), and 15 in the most recent
version (Van Eemere n & Gro otendor st 2004: 1 35-157 ). Each rule is conceived as
a necessary condition for the resolution of a dispute about an expressed opinion,
where resolving a d ispute means “reaching agreement about the acceptability or
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unaccep tability of the standpoints at issue by finding out whether or not t hey can
be adequately defended by means of argumen tation against doubt or criticism” (Van
Eemeren & Groote ndorst 19 92a: 34 ). Thus a fallac y, as a violation of one such rule,
makes the resolution of a dispute impossible.
A critical discussion has four stages: confrontation, opening, argumentation, concluding (Van Eemeren and Grootendorst 1984: 85-88 , 1992a: 34-37, 2004:
57-62). At the confrontation stage one particip ant expresse s a point of view and
another either casts doubt on it or contradicts it. At the opening stage the two
participants decide to try to resolve the dispute that has arisen at the confrontation
stage. One of them agrees to assume the ro le of protago nist, i.e. to defend a point
of view expressed in the confrontation stage or its contradictory, and the other
agrees to assume the role of antagonist, i.e. to challenge the protagonist to carry out
this defence. The two agree on the procedural rules for the subsequent discussion
and on substantive starting points. At the argumentation stage the protagonist puts
forward arguments for the point of vie w being de fended, an d the antago nist requests
further argumenta tion whenev er the antago nist has a dou bt about the acceptab ility
or justificatory adequacy of an argument–a process that can be re peated ind efinitely. At the concluding stage the parti es establish whether the dispute has been
resolved in favour of the protagonist (by the success of the protagonist’s argumentation in removing all the antagonist’s doubts) or has bee n resolved in favour of the
antagonist (by the protagonist’s retraction of the point of view being defended) or
is unresolved.
Because the mode l of a critical discussio n includes rule s for all its
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stages—confrontation, opening and conclusion as well as argumentation—the
correlative theory of fallacies is broader than the traditional conception of a fallacy
as an argume nt that seems va lid but is not (H amblin 19 70: 12). R esolution of a
dispute can be blo cked not o nly by mistaken in ferences from premisses to
conclusion but also by misco nduct in the initial ex pression o f a disagreem ent, in the
assignment of roles and starting points for its resolution, or in the summing up of
the result of the discussion. Thus the pragma-dialectical approach propose s
alternative analyses to the sta ndard trea tment of man y traditionally recognized
fallacies as inferential errors. The argumentum ad hominem is a case in po int.

3. THE AD HOMINEM FALLACY: GENERAL ANALYSIS

Van Eemeren and Grootendorst use the phrase argumentum ad hominem
exclusively as the name of a fallacy. In this respect, their approach differs from that
of Douglas Walton, who identifies a number of schemes o f ad hominem argument,
each of which can have legitimate instances, depending on how the critical
questions associated with the scheme in question are answered; instances are
fallacious if they answer to a c ritical question w rongly or not at all (Walton 1985,
1992, 1998). The pragma-dialectical approach also differs from that of Alan
Brinton, who defends the abusive ad hominem from a rhetorical point of view as
not being fa llacious at all, but a legitimate attack on the ethos of the opponent
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(Brinton 1985, 1995)
Van Eemere n & Gro otendor st share with the standard treatment of our two
contemporary textbooks the characterization of the genus of the argumentum ad
hominem as an attemp t by a discussan t to compe l agreemen t with the discussan t’s
point of view by discrediting the other party rather than respond ing to the other’s
point of view or argumentation (1984: 190, 1992a: 110, 1995a: 225, 2004: 177 ).
Here they may still be unduly influenced by the assumption of the standard
treatment that a fallacy is a mistaken argument for a conclusion. On the pragmadialectical conception, one can treat other sor ts of derailme nts of rational discussion
as fallacies, and our real-life examples indicate that the argumentum ad hominem
is a good candidate for being such a different kind of derailment. In our exam ple
of an abusive ad hominem , Trudea u is not so muc h trying to com pel agreem ent with
his position that the plane under consideration would hav e to refuel in mid -Atlantic
as trying to divert atten tion from exp osure of his m istake. In our paradigm
circumstantial ad hominem , the speaker on globa l climate change is not so much
trying to comp el agreeme nt that the pred ictions of the climatologists’ models are
correct as trying to put his audience on guard a gainst the critics of those predictions.
And in our paradigm tu quoque, the defender of the Newfoundland seal hunt is not
so much trying to compel agreement that the seal hunt should be permitted as trying
to point o ut an inconsistency in the emotion al critics of the seal h unt and thus to
undermine the cogency of their argument. It is a happier characterization of the
error common to the varieties of the argumentum ad hominem that it improperly
harms one’s collocutor’s p osition as a serious partner in the discussion (Van
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Eemeren & Groo tendorst 1992b: 153).
Van Eemeren and Grootendo rst also share with our textbooks’ standard
treatment the threefold division of the genus (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984:
190, 1992a: 111, 2004: 177). In the abusive ad hominem as they understand it, the
opponent is made out to be stupid, dishonest, unreliable, or otherwise negative. In
the circumstantial ad hominem , the propo nent tries to und ermine the o pponen t’s
position by suggesting that the supporting argumenta tion for it is just a rationalization of self-interest. In the tu quoque, one party claims that the oth er party
inconsistently both defen ds and attac ks the same p oint of view, eithe r by explicit
statement or by behaviour or by adherence to some principle. They note that the
abusive and the circumstantial ad hominem are addressed to a third party of
spectators rather than to the discussant, and are thus intrinsically rhetorical rather
than dialectical devices (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 1 9 1) — a point
scarcely mentioned in the rest of the literature on the ad hominem . As they also
note, the tu quoque, although in itself dia lectical, can be used in the pr esence of a
third party to try to silence the disc ussant.
There is an interesting development in their analysis of the fallacy. In (Van
Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984) they treat the abusive and circumstantial ad
hominem as violations of a rule at the opening stage, and the tu quoque as having
two species which violate rules at the argumentation stage and the concluding stage
respectively. In later work, they treat all the species of the argumentum ad hominem
as violations of a sin gle rule at the co nfrontation stag e. W e will need to evalua te
both analyses.
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4. SPECIFIC ANALYSIS: FIRST VERSION

In (Van Eemeren & G rootendorst 1984) they treat the abusive and circumstantial
ad hominem as violations of the following two rules for the conduct of the opening
stage:
Rule 4
A language user who has cast doubt on the other language user’s point of
view at the confrontation stage of the discussion is at all times entitled to
challenge that language user to defend his point of view. (Van Eemeren
& Gro otendor st 1984: 1 58, italics in origin al)
Rule 5
The langua ge user ch allenged by the other language user to defend the
point of view that he has advanced at the confrontation stage of the
discussion is always obliged to accept the challenge, unless the other
language user is not p repared to tie himself d own to c ertain com monly
shared starting points and rules of discussion; the language user retains
this defence obligation as long as he does not retract his point of view and
as long as h e has no t successfully d efended it against the other language
user on the basis of the s tarting po ints and d iscussion ru les agreed to.
(Van E emeren & Groote ndorst 19 84: 160 , italics in original)
They construe the allegations of bad character, self-interest or bias to be offered as
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a reason for not acce pting the othe r party’s challeng e to defend an expressed point
of view (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 192). But rule 5 does not recognize
such defects as a valid reason; the only circumstances that relieve someone from
defending an expressed point of view against a challenge are (1) unwillingness of
the challenger to agree to commonly shared starting points and rules of discussion,
(2) retraction by the person challenged of the previously expressed point of view,
and (3) successful defence of the point of view aga inst the challenge r on the basis
of agreed starting points and discu ssion rules.
This analysis is sketchy and unsupported by application to examples. The
kernel of truth in it is that authors o f abusive and circumstantial ad hominems often
decline to defend their point of view on the question at issue. But not always, nor
is refusal to defen d one’s point of view a component of the definition of these two
species of the ad hominem . In fact, the auth or of an ab usive or circu mstantial ad
hominem need not have expressed a point of view on the question at issue.
Admitted ly, in our paradigm case of an abusive ad hominem , Prime Minister
Trudeau has express ed a poin t of view, and his d iversionary all usion to his
challenger’s drinking hab its enables him to evad e defence o f that point of view ; in
fact, if Trudeau had not ridiculed his challenger, he would have had to admit that
his challenger was correct and Trudeau was wrong. But Copi and Cohen (2002:
144) give as a (real) example of an abusive ad hominem the castigation of a forensic
scientist as a racist because of the conclusions he reached; the author of this abusive
ad hominem need not ha ve articulated rival conclusio ns. In our paradigm case of
a circumstantial ad hominem , the speaker on global climate change hardly refused
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to defend his point of view that predictio ns of global c limate change we re correct;
in fact, the bod y of his hour-long presentation was a detailed defence of the
predictions, with an explanation of the complex mechanisms involved. Asked in the
question period what conclusion he wanted the audience to d raw from his
statement, “almost all criticisms of global climate predictions are backed by peop le
with much to lose if policies are changed,” he replied: “They are not motivated by
a scientific interest in the truth.” In later correspondence, in response to my
suggestion that this sort of circu mstantial ad hominem is typically intended as a
warning that the opponent’s argument should be scrutinized very carefully, he
responded: “Exactly! That was the point I wanted to get across to the audience, and
that is why I stated explicitly that they should note the affiliation of an author as
well as the quality of the citations provided.” Thus the abusive and circumstantial
forms of the ad hominem are better conceived as attempts to prevent someone who
has expressed a point of view from having that point of view and its supporting
argumentation attended to, o r at least to induc e their addr esses to be e specially
sceptical about the opponent’s arguments. The analysis in (Van Eemeren &
Groote ndorst 19 84) must b e regarde d as a failed initial a ttempt.
The early analysis of the tu quoque differs according to whether th e
target’s statement is alleged to be inconsistent with another statement in the same
discussion or with something outside the discussion, whether a previous statement
or behaviour. An allegation of inconsistency with another statement in the same
discussion is analyzed as a violation of the following two rules for the conduct of
the argumentation stage:
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Rule 7
Before the start of the argumentation stage of the discussion the language
users who during the argumentation stage are to assume the roles of
protagonist and antagonist ag ree what rules are to govern the protagonist’s defence of his initial point of view and the antagonist’s attack on
that point of view, what rules determine whether a protagonist has
successfully defended his point of view and what rules determine whether
the antagonist has successfully attacked it; these rules apply throughout
the discussion and may not be questioned by either party during the
discussion itself. (Van Eeme ren & Groo tendorst 1984: 163-16 4, italics in
original)
Rule 9
The protagonist has successfully defended an illocutionary act complex of
argumentation against a n attack b y the anta gonist on its propositional
content if the application of the IIP [Intersubjecti ve Identification
Procedure—DH] produces a positive result and, if it does not, if the
application of the ITP [Intersubjective Testing Procedure—DH] produces
a positive re sult;
the antag onist has su ccessfully attacked the propositional content of the
illocutionary act complex of argumentation if applying neither the IIP nor
the ITP produces a positive resu lt. (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984:
168, italics in o riginal)
To challenge a statement by the protagonist that the Intersubjective Identification
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Procedure identifies as a shared sta rting point is to violate the req uirement of ru le
7 that during the discussion neither party can question rules agreed to at the opening
stage, and thus to prevent t he protagonist from successfully defending the
propositional content of the statement by using the IIP according to rule 9a (Van
Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 191)
This analysis assumes that the statement challenged by the antagonist has
been agreed to at the opening stage as a common starting point. Its application to
argumentative texts and conversations seems problematic, since an alternative and
more plausible analysis of a charge of inconsistency within the same d iscussion is
that the accuser has never accepted the statement that provokes the charg e. Suppose
that an environmentalist agrees that it was reasonable to vaccinate United States
residents against swine flu in 1976, but subsequently argues against genetically
modified foods on the basis of the precautio nary princip le (that it is better not to
carry out an action with uncertain, b ut possib ly very negative, c onseque nces). A
critic may object that the precautionary principle is inconsistent with accepting
vaccination against swine flu as reasonable. Does the critic thereby commit a tu
quoque fallacy? Charged by a pragma-dialectical analyst with having done so, the
critic may plausibly reply that there was never any agreement between the critic and
the environmentalist to accept the precautionary principle. It seems that, although
theoretically possible, the m istake involved in the first sort of tu quoque can so
rarely be fairly attributed to actual discussants that it does not deserve mention in
a list of fallacies.
The sec ond sort o f tu quoque, an allegation that a discussant’s statement
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is inconsistent with so mething said outside the discussion or with the discussa nt’s
behaviour, is analyzed as a violation of the following rule of conduct for the
concluding stage:
Rule 17
a.

The protagonist is obliged to retract the initial point of view if
the antagonist has (while observing the other rules of the
discussion) sufficiently attacked it (in the manner indicated in
rule 12) at the argumentation stage;

b.

the antagonist is o bliged to retract his doubt about the initial
point of view if the protagonist (while observing the other rules
of the discussion) has sufficiently defended it (in the manner
indicated in rule 12) at the argumentation stage;

c.

in all other cases the protagonist is not obliged to retract the
initial point o f view and the antag onist is not obliged to retract
his doubt a bout the in itial point of vie w. (Van Eemeren &
Groote ndorst 19 84: 174 ; italics in original)

An author of the se cond sor t of tu quoque who means by it to force the opponent
to retract the statement that provokes the charge of inconsistency violates clause c
of this rule (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1984: 192). T hus the defender of the
Newfoundland seal hunt cannot allude to the pork-eating habits of the hunt’s
emotional critics, since the critic ’s pork-eating behaviour lies outside the
discussion.
Again, the application of this analysis to actual argumentative texts might
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be problematic. Application of the ideal model of a critical discussion involves
considera ble interpretation as to what has been agreed to at the opening stage. The
defender of the Newfoundland seal hunt might well respond to the pragmadialectical analyst who charges him with having committed a tu quoque fallacy that
there is an implicit antecedent agreement between him and his critic (at the opening
stage) that eating meat is morally acceptable. Thus, he might say, his charge of
inconsistency is perfectly legitimate, especially since there was no agreement at the
opening stage on any principle that would imply that the seal hunt is barbaric.

5. SPECIFIC ANALYSIS: SECOND VERSION

Perhaps in the light of the awkwardnesses in their initial analyses of the argumentum ad hominem as a fallacy, Van Eemeren and Grootendorst subsequently adopted
a simpler common analysis of all its species as violations of a rule for the conduct
of the confrontation stage. The rule in question is the following:
Rule 1: Parties m ust not pre vent each other from advan cing stan dpoints
or casting doubt on stand points. (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992a:
208, italics in original; cf. Van Eemeren & Grootendo rst 1984: 1 55 [rule
2 in the earlier list])
According to the new analysis, all three forms of personal attack effectively silence
their target, preventing advancement of a standpoint or criticism. The abusive ad
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hominem assumes that a stupid or bad person cannot have a correct opinion or
justified doubts, the c ircumstantial m akes a similar a ssumptio n about a biased
person, and the tu quoque assumes that a statement inconsistent with previous
commitm ents of its author is incorrect (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992a: 111112). These three assumptions are all incorrect, and thus the use of the argumentum
ad hominem is a fallacy.
In company with other authors, including authors of many logic textbooks,
Van Eemeren and Groote ndorst note that persona l attacks are no t always fallacious.
They are relevant, for example, if the standpoint at issue concerns the person of
one’s oppon ent, e.g. whether he is a suitable can didate for a certain positio n, or if
a witness is testifying in a legal case (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992a:113-114.
A great advantage of their analysis is that such relevant personal a ttacks are clea rly
distinguished from the fallacious argumentum ad hominem , since they are not an
attempt to silence an opponent in a critical discussion.
In the new analysis of the tu quoque, Van Ee meren and Groote ndorst aga in
distinguish sharply a statement’s inco nsistency with its author’s prio r commitm ents
outside the discussion from its inconsistency with commitments made inside the
discussion. Perhap s for the reaso n given in the preceding critique of their earlier
analysis, they no longer view the allegation of intra-discussion inconsistency as a
fallacy, but instead regard it as “a highly relevant contribution to the resolution
process” (Van Eemeren & Grootendorst 1992a: 114). But any allegation of
inconsistency of a statement made in a critical discussion with its author’s
statements or behaviou r outside the d iscussion is in their vie w a fallacy.
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There are legitimate q uestions abo ut the plausibility of the ir new analysis
of the tu quoque. They themselves acknowledge the difficulty in practice of
determining in real life where one discussion begins and another ends. A further
difficulty is that the tu quoque is only indirectly an attempt to silence the author of
the challenged statement. Its more direct function, as Whately pointed out (1827:
192), is to shift the burden of proof from the challenger to the statement’s author.
In our paradigm case, the defender of the seal hunt tries to put its emotional critics
in the position of having to reoncile their pork-eating habits with their opposition
to the seal hunt. The attempt to shift the burden of proof is an attempt not so much
to silence the oppon ent as to put the oppon ent on the de fensive. If the op ponent’s
commitment that generates the inconsistency is a standing one, such as a
commitment to some political or religious ideo logy, it seems artificia l to label the
tu quoque charge a fallacy on the ground that it was not made within the current
discussion. If it is not a standing commitment, but is for example a previous
position that the opponent has retracted prior to the present discussion, then the
fallacy appears to be a violation of the rule at the argumentation stage that restricts
participants in a critical discussion to starting points agreed to at the opening stage.
A further difficulty with the new analysis is that the assumptions attributed
to the three forms of personal attack are stronger than is necessary to explain the ir
intended relevance, and thus uncharitable. An abusive ad hominem is a rhetorical
tactic, designed to divert the attention of a third party (the audience) from the
positions and arguments of one’s opponent. It need not assume that a person with
the alleged faults cannot have a correct opinion or justified doubts. If read as an
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argument, it is an argument for the implicit conclusion that it is not worth listening
to the opponent on the issue under discussion. Such an argument assumes that it is
not worth listening to someon e with the alleged faults on an issue o f the type in
question. O ne could back up such an assumption in various ways, for example by
claiming that people with the alleged faults are quite li kely to distort the truth on
issues of that type, even to the extent of inventing or lying, and that the audience
would find it difficult to detect such distortions. Backing of this sort is much
weaker than the assumption that such people cannot have a correct opinion or
justified doubts. It might or might not be justified, depending on the nature of the
fault and the natur e of the issue. In o ur paradig m case, it seem s quite certainly
unjustified; the drinking habits of Trudeau’s challenger do not undermine his appeal
to direct personal knowledge that Trudeau’s claim is mistaken.
A circumstantial ad hominem likewise needs a weaker assumption. If it is
construed as an argument that the opponent should not be listened to on the issue
in question, it assumes that anyone with the specified bias should not be listened to
on that type of issue. One could back up this assumption in a way similar to that just
pointed out for the abusive ad hominem argument. It is enough that people with the
specified bias are likely to distort the truth on issues of that sort in ways that their
audience will find difficult to dete ct. The auth or of a circum stantial ad hominem
need not assume that the opponent cannot have a correct opinion or have justified
doubts.
The tu quoque likewise need not a ssume that a state ment incon sistent with
its author’s previous commitments is incorrect. The function of the tu quoque, as
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Van Eemeren and Grootendo rst rightly point out, is to question the op ponent’s
trustworthiness as a source of advice or information on the question at issue. The
fact that someo ne simultaneo usly commits the mselves to inc ompatib le positions on
a question is surely reasonable grounds for hesitating to accept their position—who
knows what it is? But, contrary to the claim of Van Eemeren and G rootend orst,
pointing out an apparent inconsistency in someone’s commitments does not
foreclose further discussion. As Whately pointed out, it shifts the burden of proof
to the opponent, who must either show that the inconsistency is merely apparent or
retract a commitment. The tu quoque on this analysis seems like a legitimate tactic.
There is a further difficulty in the applicatio n of the new an alysis to reallife argumentation. If someone charges the autho r of a position or argume nt with
some defect of character or intellect, or with rationalization of self-interest, or with
inconsistency, and the aim of this charge is to undermine the credibility of that
person with a third par ty, how are we to determin e whether the two parti es are in
fact participating in a critical discussion? The argumentum ad hominem as Van
Eemeren and Grootendorst conceive it is a fallacy only if it occurs in a critical
discussion. But the various forms of personal attack that they stigmatize as a fallacy
may in fact have the fun ction of indica ting that the perso n attacked is no t an
approp riate interlocutor for a critical discussion. There is no reason in principle why
an argument to this effect may not be reasonable.
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6. CONCLUSION

Thus the pragma-dialectical treatment of the ad hominem fallacy is clearly superior
to the standard treatment in its recognition of mistakes of reasoning other than using
an invalid form o f argument. But both the earlier and later analyses seem still tied
to the assumption s of the standar d treatment, and in need of further dev elopmen t.
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